Clinical cases

Microdontia after chemotherapy in a patient treated for neuroblastoma: Histopathological findings

Mikrodoncja po chemioterapii u pacjenta leczonego z powodu nerwiaka zarodkowego – badania histopatologiczne
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Abstract

Microdontia is one of the late effects of antineoplastic therapy in children. This study is based on the comparative histological examination of abnormal, peg-shaped premolars, erupted in a patient treated for neuroblastoma, and of non-affected teeth, extracted in a healthy child. Apart from the size, the teeth vary in tissue morphology. The number of dentinal tubules, dependent on the number of odontoblasts, is smaller in the microdontal sample when observation in the same-sized field of view is conducted. Moreover, the youngest, more than 100-micrometer-thick layer of the microdontal dentin seems to be the secondary dentin, with crispy-shaped tubules and empty spaces between them. No irregular dentin is deposited in the samples of physiologically developed teeth. The structure of cementum is different as well. Unlike regularly shaped premolars, in which typical 2-layer tissue is seen, in sections of microdontal teeth, only acellular tissue with cementoblasts overlying its surface is present. Thorough analysis of drug administration effects, which are visible in microscopic sections, and of time of anticancer treatment could provide insight into the developmental mechanisms of tooth germ formation.
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Introduction

Numerous clinical studies have shown changes in dental morphology after chemotherapy and head radiotherapy. When used together, it is difficult to decide which of these treatment modalities is responsible for developmental anomalies. According to the literature, chemotherapy mainly induces qualitative dental tissue changes, whereas body irradiation can produce both qualitative and quantitative disturbances in enamel and dentin formation. However, some literature reports based on the examination of patients treated only with multi-agent chemotherapy showed severely altered dental development as well. Many experimental histological studies have demonstrated impaired and delayed tooth development after administration of different chemotherapeutics used for human treatment. The follow-up in animals was not long enough to show all histological changes. The animal model is not similar to the human model, which prevents depicting quantitative developmental abnormalities. However, analysis of histological experimental findings can be helpful in predicting the effect of chemotherapy. There are different types of toxic effects posed by chemotherapy. It can disturb DNA synthesis or replication and RNA transcription, and thus interfere with the proliferating cell cycle. It can also have an impact on cytoplasmic metabolism in the form of disturbed transport mechanisms.

The most common anticancer agents used in pediatric oncology are vincristine (VCR), cyclophosphamide (CPX) and actinomycin. Their cytotoxic mechanisms have been widely demonstrated on animal models. Vincristine – a vinca-alkaloid, the so-called microtubule poison – causes mitotic cessation in the metaphase or death of actively proliferating germinative pulp cells, including preodontoblasts. It also changes the function of mature odontoblasts. The interrupted transport from the rough endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi complex caused by VCR in ameloblasts, odontoblasts and cementoblasts is well-known side effect. Cyclophosphamide – an alkylating substance – cross-links the guanine bases in DNA, and thus inhibits cell division or leads to mutations in dentin and enamel precursor cells. Actinomycin D is an intercalating agent – an antibiotic that inserts itself into DNA, leading to its damage and subsequent inhibition of RNA and protein synthesis. Even low doses induce damage in young premature cells, while much higher doses can disturb fully developed secretory ameloblasts and odontoblasts. However, the above-mentioned cytotoxic mechanisms were presented following a single drug injection and a short follow-up time, related to animal teeth at late development. The abnormalities described were transient and not severe. Severe dental damage is a long-term side effect and may occur after long-term chemotherapy at early developmental stages. Reports based on the histological examination of teeth damaged before the onset of apposition are missing.

Case report

A male patient at the age of 10 years presented at the Children’s Dentistry Outpatient Clinic of the Department of Pediatric Dentistry in Katowice, Poland, for dental evaluation before orthodontic treatment. The intraoral examination revealed no carious lesions and correct oral hygiene. The boy was in the mixed dentition period with only permanent first molars and incisors present. The mandibular primary canines were exfoliated and the permanent successors were ready to erupt, as evidenced by the panoramic radiograph delivered. The germs of permanent first premolars seemed to be absent, which was the reason the orthodontist recommended to remove all the deciduous first molars. Careful analysis revealed that small mineralized structures between the roots of the primary first molars were likely to exist. It was found from a medical history that the patient had received anticancer treatment between 12 months and 2 years of age. The boy received multi-agent chemotherapy with, among other things, VCR, CPX and actinomycin. After exfoliating the mandibular primary first molars and after taking a panoramic radiograph, a diagnosis of microdontia was established (Fig. 1). Finally, a removal of the maxillary primary first molars was planned. At the age of 13 years, the patient returned to our clinic with a recommendation for the extraction of partially erupted microodontal teeth (Fig. 2).

The teeth obtained were then fixed with 10% neutral buffered formalin and sent for histological examination. For a comparative study, the same procedure was performed on 4 fully erupted, non-affected permanent first premolars, removed for orthodontic reasons in a 14-year-old patient with a non-contributory medical history.

After specimen delivery to the Department of Pathomorphology (Medical University of Silesia, Katowice, Poland), a few-month decalcification procedure using a TBD-2 Decalcifier (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, USA) was performed. Subsequently, 4-micrometer-thick paraffin-embedded serial longitudinal sections were prepared. In order to better show discreet dental structures, the specimens were counterstained according to hematoxylin.

Fig. 1. Panoramic radiograph in the 11-year-old patient. Unerupted microdontal permanent first premolars are clearly visible.
and eosin (H&E), periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) and Masson’s trichrome protocols. The microscopic images were taken at x40–400 magnification, using an Olympus BX-51 microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and dedicated cellSens software (Fig. 3–10).

Both the well-shaped and microdontal teeth had their roots fully developed. The microdontal sample was approx. 20 times smaller than its normal counterpart. The results obtained are presented in the Figures, showing the histological structure of the dentin, pulp tissue and cementum. The enamel tissue was destroyed during the decalcification procedure; therefore, it is not visible in the photographs.

The dentine appears as a fibrous compact structure with long tubules passing through its entire width. The number of tubules, dependent on the number of odontoblasts, is smaller in microdontal teeth when observation in the same-sized field of view is conducted. The newly formed tissue adjacent to the pulp, which is termed predentin,
Fig. 6A. Non-affected mandibular left first premolar. Properly built primary tubular dentin without traces of secondary tissue: a – regular pattern of parallel dentinal tubules; b – a multilayer-looking line of odontoblasts; c – star-shaped germinative pulp cells (Masson’s trichrome, magnification ×200).

Fig. 6B. Non-affected mandibular left first premolar. Primary dentin from Fig. 6A at a higher magnification: a – inside dentin tubules, blue-stained unmyelinated nerve fibers, originating from pulp; b – odontoblasts (Masson’s trichrome, magnification ×400).

Fig. 7. Microdontal maxillary right first premolar. Dental pulp: a – odontoblasts – dentin producing cells; b – cell-rich zone; c – collagen fibers adjacent to blood vessels; d – adipocytes (H&E, magnification ×100). H&E – hematoxylin and eosin.

Fig. 8. Non-affected mandibular left first premolar. Dental pulp: a – odontoblasts; b – cell-rich zone; c – collagen fibers; d – adipose tissue (H&E, magnification ×40).

Fig. 9A. Microdontal maxillary right first premolar. Cementum in the apex region: a – 1 layer of acellular fibrous cementum; b – pulp chamber of a small volume; c – tubular dentin; d – periodontal ligament (PAS, magnification ×100). PAS – periodic acid-Schiff.

Fig. 9B. Microdontal maxillary right first premolar. Part of cementum from Fig. 9A at a higher magnification: a – a thin layer of acellular fibrous cementum covered with cementoblasts; b – tubular dentin; c – periodontal ligament with numerous collagen fibers and fibroblasts (PAS, magnification ×200). PAS – periodic acid-Schiff.
presents a brighter color in each stain due to lower mineral content. Inside the predentin, the first darkly stained nuclei of calcification are seen (Fig. 3, 4). The youngest, more than 100-micrometer-thick layer of the microdental dentin seems to be the secondary dentin, with crispy-shaped tubules and empty spaces between them (Fig. 5A, 5B). No irregular dentin is deposited in the sample of the physiologically developed tooth (Fig. 6A, 6B).

The pulp cavity filled with loose connective tissue contains all the layers proper for the dental pulp in the 2 types of teeth (Fig. 7, 8). The multilayer-looking line of odontoblasts in the crown region, which are more crowded in pulp extensions, changes when passing through the root canal, from initially cuboidal to flattened cells present in lower numbers. The pulp of the microdental teeth varies in the number of odontoblasts, as evidenced in the photographs showing dentin tubules (Fig. 3, 4). Thin unmyelinated nerve fibers originating from the cell-free zone are visible between odontoblasts and penetrate into the tubules of the pulp-adjacent dentin (Fig. 6B). Below dentin-producing cells, the properly built cell-free zone of Weil, the cell-rich zone and the pulp core are situated. The pulp core consists of vascular fibrous tissue with star-shaped cells, shown in a higher magnification in Masson's trichrome stain (Fig. 6A).

The structure of cementum differs depending on the type of tooth. In the sections of regular-shaped premolars, typical 2-layer tissue is seen. Internal cellular fiber cementum is covered with multilayer tissue with cementocytes embedded in its structure in the apical third of the root. No traces of cellular cementum in the interradicular area were detected. Externally, the stratum of cementoblasts with dark blue nuclei is noted. In some sections, the layers of cementum are inverted (Fig. 10A, 10B). Otherwise, in microdental teeth, only acellular tissue with cementoblasts overlying its surface is present. Several layers of cellular cementum in the upper premolar were found atypically situated in the cervical part of the root, covering only its one surface (Fig. 9A, 9B).

**Discussion**

Development of permanent dentition is poorly understood in comparison with primary teeth due to the limitations connected with their postnatal formation. There is no accurate information regarding the duration of particular developmental stages.

Thorough analysis of anticancer treatment time in relation to the type of tooth abnormality could make it possible to take a look at the mechanisms of odontogenesis. Some histological studies in which the impact of cytotoxic drugs on dentinogenesis is presented may be found in the literature. Polarized microscopy appeared to be helpful in showing regular incremental lines in the dentin, corresponding to intravenous chemotherapy administration, although the tooth morphology was not changed. The effects of tooth germ impairment occurring before the appositional growth of dental tissues are not well-documented. Medical sources explain that microdontia succeeds tooth germ injury in the bud stage. The bud stage is described as critical for normal tooth development. Experimental studies have shown that explants from this proliferation stage continue to grow in tissue culture. In spite of the fact that the tooth morphology pattern is dependent on appropriate gene expression, cytotoxic germ cell injury in an early developmental stage may lead to changes in the programmed developmental model. Among the different theories, a statement may be found that the dental shape is likely to be determined at the tooth initiation, when the epithelium and ectomesen-
chyme are the only germ components. Thus, in the case studied, the cytotoxic treatment altered the programmed pattern of premolar formation, leading to the development of the peg-shaped tooth. The small size of first premolars only and the regular morphology of second premolars, developing 7–8 months later, indicates that the first bands of cells at the initiation and bud stage are not prone to injury. At the bell stage, by contrast, tooth shape formation, the so-called morphodifferentiation, is observed. Thus, the duration of the early developmental stages seems to be relatively long compared to the bell stage. Damage can also take place at the bell stage, for example at its early phase. The beginning of apposition for permanent first premolars is reported to occur at the age of 1 year and 3 months up to 2 years. The treatment was initiated when the patient turned 12 months and was finished at the age of 2 years, shortly before mineralization. In the authors’ previous research, the majority of patients with microdontia started their antineoplastic treatment before or at the expected time of the onset of apposition. This may be the evidence of a short period within the bell stage when the tooth shape is being determined.

The peg-shaped tooth is either small-sized or has no bicuspid features. Histological observations confirmed a narrow pulp cavity with a small number of odontoblasts, resulting in altered dentin appearance. In a study on rat incisors, 24 h after injection of VCR, almost all predontoblasts were destroyed. And although after the next 24 h, newly formed vital germinative cells appeared and severely disturbed predontoblasts were seen incisally, delayed tooth growth was observed. Moreover, the authors observed formation of the irregular dentin, originating from odontoblasts with altered secretion ability due to cytotoxic impairment of functional odontoblasts. The mentioned odontoblasts were not labelled, and thus they could not originate from the proliferative pool of the pulp. Their function was impaired rather as a result of damaged microtubule proteins – important transport cytoplasmic structures. Immediate lethal and sublethal effects on odontoblasts, non-dividing cells, has also been observed in other studies. Dentinal niche and irregular predentin formation were seen as a result of disturbed matrix synthesis and secretion. The authors also noted that the reparative activity of undifferentiated pulp cells resulted in predentinoid or osteodentin tissue production, corresponding to the area of the injured odontoblasts. In the histological images, an incremental line is seen between odontoblasts and the newly formed predentin. In a study of the rat first molar roots, the authors demonstrated the presence of odontoblasts with altered secretion ability. Taking into account the above-mentioned findings, it is difficult to understand the differences in the cementum morphology shown in the histological images. The early developed microodontal teeth show no traces of cellular tissue, well-developed in the control group. It is known that the cellular cementum is mostly formed after the tooth reaches the occlusal surface of the opposite tooth. Wider research is needed to explain whether the reason is the severe impairment of ectomesenchymal cells of the dental sac following anticancer therapy. Takuma et al. used a transmission electron microscope to analyze the reaction of the cellular components of cementoblasts after VCR administration. Based on an observation of a growing apical area of the rat first molar roots, the authors demonstrated the damage of microtubules, and thus transport impairment. However, high dose levels were used in the experiment and reliable results were not obtained.

The dental pulp morphology, besides the shape and size, is similar for the 2 groups of teeth. The number of odontoblasts in the microdontal sample seems to be smaller; thus, dentin formative cells line the cavity in 1, almost regular layer. Therefore, the basement membrane seen between odontoblasts and the newly formed predentin is well-marked. Otherwise, rich in odontoblasts, the control pulp exhibits its multilayer appearance, although dentin precursor cells form a 1-stratum lining. A large number of dentinal tubules in the control teeth compared to the small number in the microdontal sample confirms this observation.

A comparative histological examination of abnormal peg-shaped premolars erupted in a patient treated for neuroblastoma and non-affected teeth extracted in a healthy child showed differences in tissue morphology.
Unlike the regular-shaped premolars, the microdontal sections are characterized by the presence of an irregular dentin layer, a relatively smaller number of odontoblasts and the absence of cellular tissue in the cementum morphology. The anticancer therapy was initiated shortly before the onset of mineralization, at the early stage of first premolar development. Thorough analysis of drug administration effects visible in microscopic sections and of time of anticancer treatment can provide insight into the developmental mechanisms of tooth germ formation.
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